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ABSTRACT

In selection processes such as hiring, promotion, and college admis-

sions, implicit bias toward socially-salient attributes such as race,

gender, or sexual orientation of candidates is known to produce

persistent inequality and reduce aggregate utility for the decision

maker. Interventions such as the Rooney Rule and its generaliza-

tions, which require the decision maker to select at least a specified

number of individuals from each affected group, have been pro-

posed to mitigate the adverse effects of implicit bias in selection.

Recent works have established that such lower-bound constraints

can be very effective in improving aggregate utility in the case

when each individual belongs to at most one affected group. How-

ever, in several settings, individuals may belong to multiple affected

groups and, consequently, face more extreme implicit bias due to

this intersectionality. We consider independently drawn utilities

and show that, in the intersectional case, the aforementioned non-

intersectional constraints can only recover part of the total utility

achievable in the absence of implicit bias. On the other hand, we

show that if one includes appropriate lower-bound constraints on

the intersections, almost all the utility achievable in the absence

of implicit bias can be recovered. Thus, intersectional constraints

can offer a significant advantage over a reductionist dimension-by-

dimension non-intersectional approach to reducing inequality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Implicit bias is the unconscious association, belief, attitude, skewed
observation, or lack of awareness toward any socially-salient group,

which may lead to systematic disadvantages for particular – often

underprivileged – groups [45, 46, 52, 53]. The negative impact of
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implicit bias on certain groups of the population is well documented

in many societal contexts [1, 64], including hiring [7, 63, 71, 87], uni-

versity admissions [50, 68], and healthcare [20, 43, 51]. Instances

of implicit bias in hiring and other selection processes include

higher salaries for men than women despite the same qualifica-

tions [63], biased peer-review of fellowship applications against

women [84], and stricter promotion standards for women in man-

agerial positions [59]. Affected candidates can also face biases be-

fore participating in selection processes: For instance, they can

face implicit bias in the form of lower teacher expectations [41], or

harsher grading policies [79], which may further hurt their future

prospects in hiring or promotion [65]. Implicit bias not only has

adverse effects on individuals, but also on decision makers who

may hire/promote less qualified candidates. Moreover, such biases

can also affect downstream algorithms and policies, either through

biased human decisions or through past-data used to inform these

decisions, giving rise to biases that affect different groups differently

[10, 29, 83].

Policy makers, private entities, and researchers have introduced

a host of measures to counter adverse effects of implicit bias: af-

firmative action policies which increase representation of affected

groups [9, 49, 66, 75, 78], structured interviews which reduce the

scope for bias in evaluation criteria [5, 39, 70, 84], and anonymized

evaluations that blind decision makers to the socially-salient at-

tributes of applicants [42]. Significant effort has also been devoted

to reduce implicit bias itself: training that exposes individuals to

counter-stereotypical evidence opposing their implicit beliefs [38,

60, 86], enhanced accountability which enables enforcement of

other interventions [13, 56, 58], and information campaigns that

increase awareness about implicit biases [62].

Of interest here are affirmative action policies that introduce

lower-bound constraints for groups adversely affected by implicit

bias. A popular instantiation of this strategy is the Rooney rule,

which requires the decision maker to select at least one individual

from the affected group for interview. The hope is that during the

interview, the decision maker will assess the “true” value of the

individual [12] and this interaction will reduce their implicit bias

[28]. In addition, variants of the Rooney Rule have also been used

for the final stage of a selection process such as that for board

membership or highly-priced entry jobs to directly counter the

effects of implicit bias [18, 48, 66, 75].

Recently, some works have analyzed the effectiveness of Rooney

Rule type constraints for selection and ranking processes [19, 35, 55].

In particular, [55] study the effectiveness of the Rooney Rule for

selection in the presence of implicit bias when there is a single

affected group. Here, there arem individuals, where each individual

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} has a non-negative latent utility wi ≥ 0, that is

the value it adds to the selection, and an observed utility ŵi ≤ wi ,

https://doi.org/10.1145/3531146.3533124
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that is the decision maker’s possibly biased estimate of wi . The

decision maker selects n individuals with the maximum sum of

observed utilities. [55] study a model where implicit bias acts via a

multiplicative factor 0 < β ≤ 1: the observed utility of an individual

i belonging to the affected group is ŵi = β · wi while that of an

unaffected individual j is ŵ j = w j . They argue that this model is a

reasonable approximation of the empirical findings of [84], who find

that in peer-reviewed evaluations for fellowships women’s score

were systematically scaled down compared to men with similar

productivity. [55] study conditions on the parameters n,m, β , and
the distribution of latent utilitywi , where the Rooney Rule increases

the total latent utility of the selection. Under the same implicit bias

model, [19] study a generalization of the Rooney Rule, where the

decision maker is constrained to select at least L ≥ 1 individuals

from the affected group. [19] show that, for a single affected group,

there is an L for which the decision maker, constrained by the

generalized Rooney Rule, achieves near-optimal latent utility.

Intersectionality posits that one needs to take into account the

interconnected nature of the multiple socially-salient attributes, as

opposed to viewing these attributes through a reductionist lens,

that is, dimension-by-dimension [27]. Intersectionality can lead

to the creation of overlapping and interdependent systems of dis-

crimination or disadvantage, and there is a rich literature in social

sciences and law that studies it [3, 14, 17, 23–27, 34, 54, 69, 76, 85].

Intersectional implicit bias also arises in selection processes. For

instance, [84] find significantly lower scores for women unaffil-

iated with the evaluation committee compared to other women

and to men unaffiliated with the committee in peer-reviewed ap-

plications for a fellowship in Sweden. Thus, neither gender nor

affiliation alone explain the bias faced by individuals, and to un-

derstand this bias, a combination of the two attributes must be

considered. Recently, intersectional bias has also been observed

in the outputs of algorithms. For instance, [16] audit commercial

image-based gender classifiers and find intersectional bias against

Black women, and [80] report intersectional bias in contextualized

word representations.

However, the intersectional nature of social groupings and, thus,

biases has been largely overlooked when designing interventions

to reduce or counter implicit bias. Further, data reporting, such as

that by the U.S. Census Bureau, is mostly dimension-by-dimension

(for example, by race or by gender) and omits intersectional data.

Since this data is used to inform policies, it has inevitably led to

policies that only focus on reducing inequality along one identity

dimension at a time, as highlighted in a report by the European

Union [77]. In other words, existing data reporting and, conse-

quently, policies are non-intersectional. They specify lower-bound

constraints on each affected group, but not on their intersections.

But it is natural to expect that the individuals at the intersection of

multiple affected groups face higher and, possibly, different implicit

bias [15, 54, 84, 85]. In fact, as argued by [54], intersectional bias can

be significantly higher and often compound, or multiply, the biases

faced by individuals in single affected groups. Thus, the following

question arises and is studied in this paper.

Are non-intersectional constraints sufficient to recover the entire
latent utility with intersecting affected groups or does one need
to specify constraints across all intersections to achieve this?

1.1 Our Contributions

We consider the effectiveness of lower-bound constraints on selec-

tion processes in the presence of intersectional implicit bias. To

capture the effect of intersectionality on implicit bias, we consider

an extension of the aforementioned model of [55] due to [19]: each

individual may belong to zero, one, or more of the p affected groups

(such as the groups of all women or all Black people) (Section 2.2).

For each group ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,p}, there is an implicit bias parameter

0 < βℓ ≤ 1 and the implicit bias experienced by an individual is

the product of parameters of each group they belong to.

We compare non-intersectional and intersectional lower-bound

constraints when the latent utilities are independently and identi-

cally distributed. Non-intersectional constraints specify the mini-

mum number of individuals to be selected from each affected group

(e.g., the groups of all women or all Black people). They do not

specify the minimum number of individuals to be selected from

a given intersection (e.g., the groups of all Black women, all non-

Black women, all Black non-women, or all non-Black non-women).

For each of the intersectional groups, intersectional constraints

specify the minimum number of individuals to be selected from

this intersection. To compare the relative efficacy of constraints, we

consider a utility ratio, defined as the expected value of the ratio of

the latent utility achieved under the constraint to the latent utility

absent any implicit bias (Section 2.4). By definition, the utility ratio

is a number between 0 and 1 and the goal of the policy maker is

design interventions such that the corresponding utility ratio is 1.

We show that under general conditions on the distribution of

latent utilities, no matter which non-intersectional constraints are
deployed, the utility ratio is strictly less than 1 (Theorems 3.1 and

3.4). In particular, our result applies to distributions such as uniform,

truncated normal, and truncated power-law distributions. Moreover,

our result gives a quantitative bound on the maximum of utility

ratio: it is at most 1−ϕ, where ϕ is positive and depends only on the

implicit bias parameters and generic parameters of the distribution

family, and independent of the number of candidatesm. Concretely,

when the utilities are uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1],

there is a family of instances such that the maximum utility ratio

achievable using only non-intersectional constraints can be as low

as 8/9 (Proposition 3.3). Further, we show that this result also holds

for generalizations of the implicit bias model where, for instance,

the implicit bias experienced by individuals in multiple groups is

different than the product of the implicit bias parameters of the

groups they belong to (Theorem 3.4). Thus, these results imply that,

unlike the setting of a single affected group studied in [19, 35, 55],

non-intersectional constraints may be insufficient to completely

mitigate the effects of implicit bias in the presence of intersections.

On the positive side, we show that there are intersectional lower-
bound constraints that, for any amount of implicit bias, recover

utility ratio arbitrarily close to 1 (Theorem 3.2). This result extends

for all continuous distributions of utility and for the generalizations

of the implicit bias model considered above (Corollary 3.5). We

show that these intersectional lower-bound constraints end up

being just a function of the sizes of intersections and do not depend

on the amount of implicit bias 0 < β1, . . . , βp ≤ 1 or the specific

utility distribution. In fact, the constraints require at least a near-

proportional number of individuals from each intersection and,
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hence, they can be employed in practice where the implicit bias

parameters β1, . . . , βp and the distribution of utility are not known

and can vary across contexts or over time. Thus, a policy maker

may choose intersectional constraints in order to obtain a utility

ratio arbitrarily close to 1.

Overall, our results imply that the advantage of intersectional

constraints can be substantial and a reductionist dimension-by-

dimension approach is not sufficient to mitigate the adverse effects

of implicit bias. They provide a utilitarian reason for policy mak-

ers to choose intersectional constraints over non-intersectional

constraints.

1.2 Related Work

Implicit bias and empirics. There are several theories about how im-

plicit bias arises; e.g., [2, 4, 40, 44, 47, 61, 67, 81]. Specific examples

include, [81] who propose that humans unconsciously use heuris-

tics to overcome their limited computing ability. Such heuristics

can take the form of stereotypes where one divides individuals into

groups and, then, extrapolates the characteristics of specific individ-

uals from the characteristics associated with their group(s) [2, 40].

Another theory suggests that using stereotypes was evolutionarily

advantageous [47, 57]. One reason, according to [57], is that under-

valuing the utility of unknown out-group individuals and, hence,

avoiding contact with them reduced the risk of contracting new

diseases. Apart from these theories, it has also been suggested that

implicit bias “is a trace of [the individual’s] past experience” [44]

and that prior, explicit, racism has been channeled into implicit bias

[61]. Regardless of the cause of implicit bias, studies identifying

the adverse effects of implicit bias are abundant: from police shoot-

ings [73], promotion and hiring decisions [8, 59], education [63, 82],

to peer-review [84].

Models of implicit bias and decision-making in the presence of
implicit bias. A growing literature is studying decision making in

the presence of implicit bias, ranging from works on set selection

[35, 37, 55], ranking [19], to classification [11]. Among these, works

on the set selection and ranking problems are directly related to

our work. [55] introduce a mathematical model of implicit bias for

a single affected group and study when the Rooney Rule increases

the total latent utility of the selection. Unlike them, we consider

multiple and intersectional affected groups and also consider gen-

eralizations of the Rooney Rule. [19] study the ranking problem,

where the selected individuals also need to be ordered. Specializing

their work to set selection: they consider the setting with a single

affected group where the decision maker must select at least L ≥ 1

individuals from the affected group and show that there are con-

straints which achieve near-optimal latent utility in expectation.

[19] also extended the model of implicit bias due to [55] to multiple

and intersectional groups. For this model, [19] show that for any

set of utilities and amount of bias, there are utility-dependent non-

intersectional constraints that achieve optimal latent utility for the

ranking problem. However, since their constraints are a function

of the latent utilities, which are not observed, these constraints

cannot be determined in practice. While we also consider the model

of implicit bias [19] introduced, the intersectional constraints we

propose are different and do not depend on the, unknown, latent

utilities. [35] study selection under a different model of bias, where

the decision maker’s observed utility has higher than average noise

for individuals in the affected group. They consider a family of con-

straints and show that, for a single affected group, these constraints

increase the latent utility. Unlike them, we consider multiple and

intersectional groups and study a different model of bias. Finally,

unlike these prior works, we also study the maximum utility achiev-

able by using non-intersectional constraints.

Intersectionality as a source of bias. The discussion of being sub-

jected to multiple biases has originally focused on the experience

of Black women versus that of non-Black women and Black men.

The “double jeopardy” and “multiple jeopardy” hypotheses posit

that belonging to more than one affected group – as is the case for

Black women – disproportionately increases the experienced bias

[36, 54]. Empirically, for example, [34] show that returns to school-

ing in sub-Saharan Africa depend both gender and ethnicity and

[84] find that peer-reviewed scores for post-doctoral fellowships

were a function of both the candidate’s gender and their affilia-

tion with reviewers. Since [36, 54], several works have proposed

extensions of this theory beyond two socially-salient attributes;

e.g., [14, 23, 25–27, 69]. The implicit bias models that we consider

in this work can be viewed as motivated by these works, and in

particular, by the multiple jeopardy model [54].

Intersectionality vs. non-intersectionality. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there are only few examples of mathematical studies that

analyze how the belonging to intersectional groups interacts with

policies. [3] study how individuals suppress or foster different di-

mensions of their identity to increase economic reward. [17] study

the effect of intersectional vs. non-intersectional interventions on

the share of different groups among the selected individuals over

time. Our focus here is understanding the advantages of intersec-

tional constraints over dimension-by-dimension non-intersectional

constraints – albeit in the very different setup of selection under

implicit bias.

2 MODEL

Notation. For a number n ∈ N, [n] denotes the set {1, 2, . . . ,n}.U
denotes the uniform distribution over [0, 1]. We usew ∼ D notation

to denote that w is an independent sample from distribution D.

For a distribution D over R, we use µD : R → R≥0 to denote

its probability density function and FD : R → [0, 1] to denote its

cumulative distribution function. We say a distribution D over R is

continuous if µD exists and is finite at all points inR. The support of
a continuous distribution D over R is the set {x ∈ R : µD (x) > 0},

and is denoted by supp(D). Given two vectors x ,y ∈ Rm , we use

⟨x ,y⟩ to denote their inner product

∑m
i=1 xiyi .

2.1 Selection Problem

The task of selecting a subset of individuals from a pool of appli-

cants or employees arises in many contexts such as hiring, college

admission, and selection for fellowships or board of directors. In

these settings, the basic mathematical problem is as follows: Given

a numberm and for each of them individuals, or more generally

items, i ∈ [m] a non-negative latent utilitywi ≥ 0, the set selection

problem asks to find a subset of n items that has the maximum

sum of latent utilities. If we represent a subset by a binary vector

x ∈ {0, 1}m , where xi = 1 indicates that i is in the subset and xi = 0

indicates otherwise, the goal is to find x ∈ {0, 1}m such that ⟨x ,w⟩

is maximized subject to

∑m
i=1 xi = n.
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2.2 Affected Groups, Intersections, and a Model

of Implicit Bias

We consider the setting with p affected groups (henceforth referred

to as just groups) G1,G2, . . . ,Gp ⊆ [m]. Each of them items may

belong to one or more of the p groups that face implicit bias, or may

belong to none of these groups, i.e., in [m] \
(
G1 ∪G2 ∪ · · · ∪Gp

)
,

and hence, not face any implicit bias. These groups can intersect

arbitrarily. We use the following notation to capture all the inter-

sections that can arise from p groups: For a set S ⊆ [p] of groups, let
σ ∈ {0, 1}p denote the corresponding indicator vector, i.e., for all

ℓ ∈ [p], σℓ = 1 if ℓ ∈ S and σℓ = 0 otherwise. Let Iσ ⊆ [m] denote

the set of elements that belong to every group in S and none of the

groups not in S . Formally, when S , ∅ and, hence, σ is not the all

0s vector (denoted by 0), let Iσ B
(⋂

ℓ:σℓ=1Gℓ
)
\
(⋃

ℓ:σℓ=0Gℓ
)
.

For σ = 0, let I0 B [m] \
(
G1 ∪G2 ∪ · · · ∪Gp

)
denote the items in

none of the p groups. Where with some abuse of notation we used

I0 to denote I00 for p = 2, I000 for p = 3, and so on. Thus, the sets

{Iσ }σ ∈{0,1}p partition the set of items [m].

We focus on the extension of the implicit bias model of [55]

presented in [19]. Later, in Section 3.3, we also consider further

generalizations of this model. In this model, the decision maker

does not observe the latent utilities of the items. Instead, for each

item i , they see an observed utility ŵi , which is their possibly biased

estimate ofwi . In particular, the decision maker might perceive that

items belonging to certain groups have a lower observed utility:

ŵi < wi . For each group ℓ ∈ [p], there is an implicit bias parameter

0 < βℓ ≤ 1 that captures the relative implicit bias faced by items

in Gℓ compared to items not in Gℓ . The total implicit bias experi-

enced by an item i is assumed to be the product of the implicit bias

parameters of all groups it belongs to:

∏
ℓ∈[p] : Gℓ ∋i βℓ . Thus, for a

given latent utilitywi of item i , the observed utility is

. ŵi B
(∏

ℓ∈[p] : Gℓ ∋i
βℓ

)
·wi . (Implicit bias) (1)

The property that individuals belonging to multiple groups are

subject to more acute implicit bias is motivated by similar observa-

tions in the real world, which have been reproduced across many

contexts such as hiring in industry, promotions in industry and

academia, and peer-review in academia [30, 31, 72, 84] It also aligns

with [54], which proposes a multiplicative-model where individuals

face the compounded effect of the biases of groups they belong to.

As an illustration of this intersectional implicit bias model, con-

sider two groups where the implicit bias parameter of the first

group is β1 and of the second group is β2. An item which belongs

to both G1 and G2 (i.e., in I11) experiences an implicit bias β1β2.
Whereas items in G1 and notG2 (i.e., in I10) experience an implicit

bias β1 and items inG2 but notG1 (i.e., in I01) experience an implicit

bias β2. Items neither G1 nor G2 (i.e., in I00) do not face implicit

bias. As a numerical example, if β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.8, then an

item i ∈ I11 experiences an implicit bias 0.72, which is more acute

than the implicit bias experienced by items in I10 or in I10, which
experience biases 0.9 and 0.8 respectively.

In Section 3, we consider a generalization of this model, where for

each intersection Iσ , there is an increasing function bσ , and the ob-

served utility of an item i in intersection Iσ is ŵi =bσ (wi ). This gen-

eralization captures Equation (1) when bσ (x)Bx ·
∏

ℓ∈[p] : σℓ=1 βℓ
for all intersections σ and x ≥ 0.

2.3 Selection Under Implicit Bias:

Intersectional and Non-intersectional

Constraints

The decision maker would like to pick an x⋆ ∈ {0, 1}m with n
items, i.e.,

∑m
i=1 x

⋆
i = n, that maximizes latent utility:

x⋆ B argmaxx ∈{0,1}m ⟨x ,w⟩ , s.t.,

m∑
i=1

xi = n. (2)

However, due to their implicit bias, the decision maker instead

maximizes the observed utility: They choose a selection x̂ with n
items that maximizes the observed utility,

x̂ B argmaxx ∈{0,1}m ⟨x , ŵ⟩ , s.t.,

m∑
i=1

xi = n. (3)

Since x̂ maximizes a different objective than x⋆, it could be very

different from x⋆. Hence, it may have a much smaller latent utility:

⟨x̂ ,w⟩ ≪ ⟨x⋆,w⟩. To see this, consider two items where the latent

utility of the first item isw1 = 1 and of the second item isw2 = 0.1.

Suppose the decision maker has to select one item (i.e., n = 1) and

there are two groups. Since x⋆ maximizes the latent utility, it selects

the first item. However, if the first item is in I11 and the second item
is in I00, then their observed utilities are ŵ1 = β1β2 and ŵ2 = 0.1

respectively. If β1β2 < 0.1, then x̂ selects the second item. Hence, it

has a latent utility ⟨x̂ ,w⟩ = 0.1, which is significantly smaller than

the latent utility of x⋆: ⟨x⋆,w⟩ = 1. Apart from this, x̂ also selected

fewer items facing implicit bias, i.e., items i for which ŵi < wi ;

adversely affecting such items.

Affirmative action policies broadly seek to reduce and counter

implicit bias and other systematic biases. There are several types of

affirmative action policies [6, 78]. Here, we consider lower-bound

constraints, such as the Rooney Rule, which require the decision

maker to select at least a specified number of candidates from each

group. Recent works [19, 35, 55] on decision-making in the presence

of implicit bias have shown that in the setting with a single group,

such constraints can serve an additional purpose: to improve the

latent utility of the subset selected by the decision maker. Motivated

by this, we study the efficacy of these constraints to improve the

latent utility in the setting with multiple and intersectional groups,

as discussed in Section 2.2. Specifically, we consider two types of

lower-bound constraints: non-intersectional and intersectional:

• Non-intersectional constraints are specified by lower bounds

L1,L2, . . . ,Lp ∈ Z≥0, and require that, for each ℓ ∈ [p], the
decision maker include at least Lℓ items from group Gℓ .

• Intersectional constraints are specified by 2
p
lower bounds,

Lσ ∈ Z≥0 for each σ ∈ {0, 1}p , and require that, for each

σ ∈ {0, 1}p , the decision maker include at least Lσ items from

intersection Iσ .

When the context is clear, we use L to denote the vector of lower

bounds in either intersectional or non-intersectional constraints.

Given a vector L defining a lower-bound constraint, either non-

intersectional or intersectional, let C(L) ⊆ {0, 1}m be the set of all

subsets with n items that satisfy the constraints defined by L. Given
a constraint L, the constrained decision maker chooses the selection

x̃ with the highest observed utility in C(L):

x̃ B argmaxx ∈C(L) ⟨x , ŵ⟩ . (4)
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Our goal is to understand how close to the optimal latent utility,

⟨x⋆,w⟩, can the decision maker (who selects) get when a policy

maker (who decides the lower-bound constraints) imposes inter-

sectional vs. non-intersectional constraints on them. In particular,

given groups G1, . . . ,Gp and some unknown implicit bias param-

eters β1, . . . , βp , which lower bound vectors L have the property

that the latent utility of the selection x̃ , ⟨x̃ ,w⟩, is close to ⟨x⋆,w⟩.

2.4 Utility Ratio

As in [19, 35, 55], we study the setting where latent utilities of all

items are drawn independently from some continuous distribution

D with a non-negative support. We begin with the uniform dis-

tribution and later consider other distributions in Section 3.3. To

measure the relative efficacy of different constraints, we consider a

utility ratio defined as the expected value of the ratio of ⟨x̃ ,w⟩ to

⟨x⋆,w⟩. Here, x⋆ is the selection with the highest latent utility (as

defined in Equation (2)) and x̃ is the selection picked by the con-

strained decision maker (as defined in Equation (4)). For a draw of

latent utilitiesw ,
⟨x̃,w ⟩

⟨x⋆,w ⟩
is the fraction of the optimal latent utility

obtained by the constrained decision maker. Hence, the utility ratio

measures the expected fraction of the optimal utility obtained by

the constrained decision maker. Formally, given lower bounds L
and implicit bias parameters β , the utility ratio is:

. RD (L, β) B Ew∼D

[
⟨x̃ ,w⟩

⟨x⋆,w⟩

]
. (Utility ratio) (5)

Where x⋆ is a function of the utilities w and x̃ is a function of

utilitiesw , implicit bias parameters β , and lower bounds L. It can
be shown that the utility ratio is invariant to scaling of utilities

(Proposition B.2), and its range is invariant across all distributions

with the same mean and support (Proposition B.1). In particular,

for the uniform distribution on [0,C], for any C > 0, the range

is
1

2
to 1 (i.e.,

1

2
≤ RU (L, β) ≤ 1). When discussing the uniform

distribution on [0, 1] we drop the subscript of R and use R(L, β)
to denote RU (L, β).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Sub-Optimal Latent Utility for Any

Non-intersectional Constraints

Our first result establishes an upper bound on the maximum utility

ratio (Equation (5)) that a policy maker can secure in the presence

of implicit bias by using non-intersectional constraints (Section 2.3).

For simplicity, we first consider the case where utilities are dis-

tributed according to the uniform distribution on [0, 1] and, later,

consider generalizations to other distributions in Section 3.3. By

definition, the utility ratio R(L, β) is at most 1. We show that for

two groups (i.e.,p = 2), if the utilities are independently drawn from

the uniform distribution, then no matter which non-intersectional

lower bounds L1 ≥ 0 and L2 ≥ 0 the policy maker chooses, R(L, β)
is bounded away from 1 whenever β1 < 1 and β2 < 1.

Theorem 3.1 (Non-intersectional constraints cannot

recover full utility). Suppose the latent utilities are uniformly
distributed on [0, 1], the fraction of candidates selected is between η
and 1 − η for some constant η > 0 (i.e., η < n

m < 1 − η), and the
size of each intersection is greater than ρm (i.e., for all σ ∈ {0, 1}2,
|Iσ | > ρm). For all implicit bias parameters 0 < β1, β2 < 1 and

constants η > 0 and ρ > 0, there is a thresholdm0 ∈ N such that if
the number of candidates is more than this threshold,m ≥ m0, then
for any non-intersectional lower bounds L1,L2 ≥ 0 the utility ratio
is strictly smaller than one, where the difference between 1 and the
utility ratio depends up on η, ρ, β1, and β2 as follows:

R(L, β) ≤ 1 −

( ρ
3

·min {η, 1 − η} · (1 − β1) · (1 − β2)
)
2

. (6)

Thus, Theorem 3.1 establishes that for uniformly distributed utili-

ties, a policy maker cannot recover the full utility ratio with non-

intersectional constraints for any bias parameters 0 < β1, β2 < 1.

As an example, suppose η = 1

2
and ρ = 1

4
, then Equation (6) says

that R(L, β) ≤ 1−

(
1

24
(1 − β1) · (1 − β2)

)
2

, which is strictly smaller

than 1 for any β1 < 1 and β2 < 1 and is independent of the number

of candidatesm. This is in contrast to the setting with a single group,

where non-intersectional constraints can recover a utility ratio arbi-

trarily close to 1 as the number of candidatesm increase [19, 35, 55].

We emphasize that the upper bound in Theorem 3.1 does not

depend on the specific groups G1 and G2 or the specific value of n:
it only requires that the intersection sizes are not too small and n is

not too close to 0 orm. For instance, in several admissions and hiring

contexts, one can expect η non-vanishing as even the most selective

undergraduate programs in the US select more than 5% of the total

applicants, which corresponds to η ≥ 1

20
[32]. Moreover, a majority

of US undergraduate programs select between 0.4 and 0.8 fraction

of the total applicants, which corresponds to
2

5
≤ η ≤ 4

5
[32].

Theorem 3.1 immediately implies the same result for p > 2, for

instance, by adding empty groups or repeating the family of groups.

In summary, Theorem 3.1 shows that non-intersectional constraints

are not sufficient to recover the entire latent utility in the presence

of multiple and intersectional groups. The dependence on implicit

bias parameters β , and bounds on intersection size ρ and selection

rate η are also natural and we discuss these below.

Dependence on β . One can verify that as (β1, β2) → (1, 1), the

upper bound in Theorem 3.1 goes to 1. In particular, it becomes

vacuous at β1 = β2 = 1. This is expected as when β1 = β2 = 1, no

item faces implicit bias: for all items i ,wi = ŵi . Further, the upper

bound in Theorem 3.1 also goes to 1, as β1 → 1 while β2 ∈ (0, 1) is

fixed (and vice versa). This holds as when β1 = 1, only one group

faces implicit bias. Thus, one can use the constraints given by [19],

for the p = 1 case, to recover the near-optimal utility.

Dependence on ρ. The upper bound also goes to 1 as ρ → 0. In

particular, it becomes vacuous when ρ = 0. This is expected as

when ρ = 0, G1 and G2 may not intersect. If the intersection is

empty, then non-intersectional and intersectional constraints are

the same, and one can use intersectional constraints in Theorem 3.2

to recover the near-optimal utility.

Dependence on η. The upper bound in Theorem 3.1 also goes to

1 as η approaches either 0 or 1, while ρ ∈ (0, 1) is fixed. This is

because when η = 1, then both x̃ and x⋆ select all m items and,

hence, x̃ = x⋆. Therefore, when η = 1, the utility ratio is 1. When

η is close to 0, n is significantly smaller thanm and, hence, the best

n items in each intersection have latent utility very close to 1 with

high probability. In this case, even if a decision maker is extremely

biased, say they only select items from one intersection (e.g., White

men), they would select n items whose latent utility is very close to
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n, which is the maximum value of the latent utility when utilities

are drawn from the uniform distribution.

The basic property used to prove Theorem 3.1 is that: Any selec-

tion which deviates from proportional representation has a latent

utility smaller than optimal. At a high level, Theorem 3.1 holds

because the decision maker can alter their selection by selecting

fewer (respectively more) items from I11 B G1 ∩G2 and more (re-

spectively fewer) items from I01 and I01, while keeping the number

of selections fromG1 and fromG2 invariant. In the proof, we show

that for any L1 and L2, the decision maker selects a significantly

less-than-proportional number of candidates from at least one of

the four intersections. The proof of Theorem 3.1 appears in Sup-

plementary Material A.2 and an overview of the proof appears in

Section 4.1.

3.2 Optimal Latent Utility With Intersectional

Constraints

Complementing Theorem 3.1, we show that, if the policy maker

is allowed to place constraints on intersections, then they can re-

cover all but a vanishing (withm) fraction of the total latent util-

ity. In particular, for any desired constant 0 < ε < 1, number of

items m, and groups G1, . . . ,Gp , we give lower bounds Lσ ≥ 0,

for each intersection σ , such that for any implicit bias parameters

0 < β1, . . . , βp ≤ 1, constrained selection leads to a utility ratio

more than 1 − ε .

Theorem 3.2 (Intersectional constraints can (asymp-

totically) recover full utility). Suppose that the fraction
of selected candidates is greater than η for some constant η > 0

(i.e., n
m > η ·m). For all constants 0 < ε < 1, η > 0, and number

of groups p ∈ N, there exists a threshold m0 ∈ N, such that if the
number of candidates is more than this threshold,m ≥ m0, then for
any groupsG1, . . . ,Gp ⊆ [m], there exist intersectional constraints,
Lσ ≥ 0 for each intersection σ ∈ {0, 1}p , which for any implicit
bias parameters 0 < β1, . . . , βp ≤ 1 and any continuous distribution
D with non-negative support, have a utility ratio at least 1 − ε , i.e.,
RD (L, β) ≥ 1 − ε .

Thus, Theorem 3.2 shows that a policy maker using intersectional

constraints can recover utility ratio arbitrarily close to 1 for any

bias parameters 0 < β1, β2 < 1. In contrast to Theorem 3.1, here,

the difference between the utility ratio and 1 approaches 0 as the

number of candidates increase. Moreover, Theorem 3.2 holds for a

larger choice of parameters than Theorem 3.1: (1) Any constant η
and sizes of the intersections (∀σ ∈ {0, 1}m , |Iσ |) that satisfy the

conditions in Theorem 3.1 also satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.2,

and (2) while D is fixed to be the uniform distribution on [0, 1] in

Theorem 3.1, D can be the uniform distribution on [0, 1] or any

other continuous distribution in Theorem 3.2.

We note that the intersectional constraints promised in Theo-

rem 3.2 do not depend on the values of the implicit bias parameters

β1, . . . , βp and the distribution of latent utility D and only de-

pend on the intersection sizes, i.e., |Iσ | for all σ ∈ {0, 1}p . Thus,

they are applicable in practice when the amount of implicit bias

and utility distributions are not know. Moreover, independence

from β1, . . . , βp allows the same constraints to be used for different

decision makers – who may have different implicit biases – and

independence fromD allows them to be used across selection tasks

with different utility distributions. Finally, the independence also

allows the constraints to be stable over time, while the implicit

bias [21, 74] and utility distributions may change [33]. The proof

of Theorem 3.2 appears in Supplementary Material A.3 and its

overview appears in Section 4.2.

Independence from β and D. The independence from β1, . . . , βp
relies on the fact that if the optimal constrained selection vector x̃
picks k ∈ N items from an intersection, then these are the k items

with the highest latent utility in the intersection, irrespective of the

value of β1, . . . , βp . The independence from D relies on the fact

that the sets of items selected by x⋆ and x̃ from an intersection

only depend on the order of the latent utility of items and not the

actual values of latent utilities of items. Note, however, that while

the lower bound on the utility ratio is independent of D, the actual

utility achieved by the non-intersectional constraints depends on

D .

Computational Complexity. Since each candidate belongs to ex-

actly one intersection and there arem candidates, there are at most

m non-empty intersections. Hence, even when the total number of

intersections 2
p
is larger thanm, the decision maker has to con-

sider at mostm (non-empty) intersections (as they cannot select

candidates from empty intersections). Using this, we can show that

the decision maker can find x̃ in O(m logm) arithmetic operations.

3.3 Extensions of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2

Extensions of Theorem 3.1. A natural question raised by Theorem 3.1

is: How small can the upper bound on R(L, β) be? We show that

R(L, β) ≤ 8

9
+ 3

2
·max(β1, β2). While this bound becomes vacuous

when either β1 ≥ 2

27
or β2 ≥ 2

27
, in the regime of large implicit

bias, i.e., when β1 and β2 are close to 0, this bound approaches
8

9
.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose the latent utilities are uniformly dis-
tributed on [0, 1], the fraction of candidates selected is 1

2
(i.e., nm =

1

2
),

and G1 and G2 are such that all intersections have size m
4

(i.e.,
for all σ ∈ {0, 1}2, |Iσ | = m

4
). For all implicit bias parameters

0 < β1, β2 ≤ 1 and for all non-intersectional lower-bound constraint
L1,L2 ≥ 0, there exists an thresholdm0 ∈ Z, such that for allm ≥ m0,
the utility ratio is upper bounded by a quantity that approaches 8

9
as

β1 and β2 go to 0, where the specific dependence of the upper bound
on β1 and β2 is as follows: R(L, β) ≤ 8

9
+ 3

2
·max(β1, β2).

We do not know if the bound in Proposition 3.3 is tight but con-

jecture that it cannot go below
8

9
for the uniform distribution. The

proof of Proposition 3.3 appears in Supplementary Material A.4.

Another question is if Theorem 3.1 is specific to the uniform

distribution of utilities or to the implicit bias model in Equation (1).

Other relevant distribution families include power-law and trun-

cated normal. These families arise in peer-review and university

admissions as distributions of citations [22] and test scores, e.g.,

SAT [33], respectively. As for the implicit bias model, Equation (1)

assumes that implicit bias experienced by an item i in two groups,

say,G1 andG2 is exactly the product of the implicit bias parameters

β1 and β2 of these groups, i.e., β1β2. But depending on the specific

context, the implicit bias could be more severe, e.g., (β1β2)
2
, or less

severe, e.g., (β1β2)
1

2 .

We show that a version of Theorem 3.1 holds for truncated

power-law and normal distributions and the above implicit bias

models. We consider a family of models where the implicit bias

at each intersection σ is given by a strictly increasing function
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bσ : R≥0 → R≥0, such that, the observed utility of each item i ∈ Iσ
in this intersection is:

ŵi B bσ (wi ). (7)

This model captures the model in Equation (1) when bσ (x) B x ·∏
ℓ∈[p] : σℓ=1 βℓ . Further, whenp = 2, changingb11(x) B x ·(β1β2)

2

orb11(x) B x ·(β1β2)
1

2 in the previous sentence captures themodels

mentioned above. We prove a version of Theorem 3.1 under the

following assumption:

Assumption 1. There are constants c,d > 0 such that the probabil-
ity density function ofD, µD , is differentiable and for all x in the sup-
port ofD and takes values between c and 1

c (i.e., c ≤ µD (x) ≤ 1

c ), and
the bias function for each intersection (i.e., bσ for each σ ∈ {0, 1}p )
is differentiable, takes value at most 1

c (i.e., bσ (x) ≤ 1

c ), and has a
derivative between d and 1

c (i.e., d ≤ b ′σ (x) ≤
1

c ) for each x in the
support of D.

The assumption on b ′σ ensures that two items with similar latent

utilities also have similar observed utilities: if

��wi −w j
�� = ε then

dε ≤
��ŵi − ŵ j

�� ≤ ε
c . The functionsbσ show up in the generalization

of Theorem 3.1, and the upper bound on bσ is needed to re-scale the

right-hand side of Equation (8) to be non-negative. The assumption

on D is satisfied, for instance, by the truncated normal and power-

law distributions: This is because their probability density functions

are bounded between two positive constants at any point in the

support. As opposed to them, the un-truncated normal and power-

law distributions do not satisfy Assumption 1, this is because their

probability density function, µ, approaches 0 for large values (i.e.,
µ(x) → 0 as x → ∞) and, hence, does not satisfy the lower bound.

Because of this, for these distributions, the constant c decreases
as the upper-end of the truncation interval increases. Further, the

extensions of the model in Equation (1) discussed above also satisfy

Assumption 1: In particular, if D is the uniform distribution on

[0, 1] then Assumption 1 holds for c = 1 and for d = (β1β2)
2
(and

d = (β1β2)
1

2 respectively).

Theorem 3.4. Suppose the fraction of candidates selected is be-
tween η and 1 − η for some constant η > 0 (i.e., η < n

m < 1 − η), and
the size of each intersection is at least ρm (i.e., for all σ ∈ {0, 1}2,
|Iσ | > ρm). Under the implicit bias model in Equation (7), for any con-
tinuous distribution D with non-negative support and set of strictly
increasing functions bσ : R≥0 → R≥0, where there is one function
for each intersection σ ∈ {0, 1}2, if Assumption 1 holds, then there is
a thresholdm0 ∈ N such that when the number of candidates is more
than this threshold, m ≥ m0, any non-intersectional lower-bound
constraint L1,L2 ≥ 0 the utility ratio RD (L, β) is at-most

1 −

(
c4ρmin {η, 1 − η} (b00 − b10 − b01 + b11) ◦

(
F−1
D

(
1 −

n

m

)))
2

.1

(8)

Thus, for any bias functions and distributions for which (b00−b10−

b01 + b11) ◦
(
F−1
D

(
1 − n

m
) )

is non-zero, Theorem 3.4 shows that

the utility ratio is strictly smaller than 1 for any non-intersectional

lower bounds L1 and L2. Complementing this, we show that when

this specific additive quantity is 0, there are non-intersectional con-

straints which recover near-optimal latent utility (Proposition A.27).

1
Given functions f1, f2, f3, and f4 , and a number x ∈ R, we use (f1+ f2+ f3+ f4)◦ (x )
to denote f1(x ) + f2(x ) + f3(x ) + f4(x ).

We present the proof of Theorem 3.4 in Supplementary Material

A.5 and discuss how it differs from the proof of Theorem 3.1 in

Section 4.1.

Extensions of Theorem 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.2 only needs

the following property of the implicit bias model: For two items in

the same intersection, the order of their latent utilities is the same as

the order of their observed utilities. Abstracting this leads us to the

generalization of Theorem 3.2 to the implicit bias in Equation (7),

which was discussed in Section 3.1. This, in particular, shows that

intersectional constraints can have an arbitrarily high utility ratio

for the generalization of the model of implicit bias considered in

Theorem 3.4.

Corollary 3.5. Suppose that the fraction of candidates selected is
equal to some constant η > 0 (i.e., nm = η). Given 0 < ε < 1 and η > 0,
consider the thresholdm0 in Theorem 3.2, for allm ≥ m0 and group
structures G1, . . . ,Gp ⊆ [m], the intersectional lower bound L from
Theorem 3.2 are such that, for any set of strictly increasing functions
bσ : R≥0 → R≥0, where there is one function for each intersection
σ ∈ {0, 1}p , they satisfy RD (L, β) ≥ 1 − ε .

Finally, we state a desirable fairness property of the constraints in

Theorem 3.2. For each intersection σ ∈ {0, 1}p , the constraints in

Theorem 3.2 satisfy Lσ ≥ (1−ε) ·n · |Iσ |
m . Hence, for small ε > 0, the

constrained decision maker must select at least a near-proportional

number of items from each intersection. Thus, these constraints

can be seen as a form of affirmative action.

4 OVERVIEW OF PROOFS

4.1 Proof Overview of Theorem 3.1

In this section, we explain the key ideas in the proof of Theorem 3.1

under some simplifying assumptions. Recall that utility ratio is

R(L, β) B Ew
[

⟨x̃,w ⟩

⟨x⋆,w ⟩

]
, where x̃ is the selection picked by the

constrained decisionmaker (as defined in Equation (4)) and x⋆ is the

selection with the highest latent utility (as defined in Equation (2)).

We are given the implicit bias parameters 0 < β1, β2 ≤ 1 and the

guarantee that for some η > 0 and ρ > 0,

∀σ ∈ {0, 1}2, ρ <
|Iσ |

m
< 1 − ρ and η <

n

m
< 1 − η. (9)

For η, ρ > 0, let ϕ(β1, β2) B
(
ρ
3
min {η, 1 − η} (1 − β1)(1 − β2)

)
2

.

Our goal is to show that

max

L1,L2∈Z≥0
R(L, β) ≤ 1 − ϕ(β). (10)

In this overview, our first simplifying assumption is that for all L and

β : R(L, β) B Ew
[

⟨x̃,w ⟩

⟨x⋆,w ⟩

]
=
Ew [⟨x̃,w ⟩]

Ew [⟨x⋆,w ⟩]
. This assumption is not

true. In the proof, we remove it by showing that the distribution of

⟨x⋆,w⟩ is concentrated around its mean. Since x⋆ is not a function

of L, under the above assumption, it suffices to show that

max

L1,L2∈Z≥0
Ew [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] ≤ (1 − ϕ(β)) · Ew

[
⟨x⋆,w⟩

]
. (11)

Challenges in computing Ew [⟨x̃ ,w⟩]. One approach to prove

Equation (11) could be to compute Ew [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] explicitly as a func-

tion of L and then verify Equation (11). This is the approach that

[19] take for a single group. In their case, there is a simple iterative

algorithm that, given L1 and observed utilities, computes x̃ . The
algorithm is as follows: Pick L1 items with the highest observed

utility fromG1 and from the remaining items pick n−L1 items that
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have the highest observed utility. [19] analyze this algorithm to

compute Ew [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] as a function of L1.
This algorithm and analysis straightforwardly extends to multi-

ple non-overlapping groups: For each ℓ ∈ [p], pick Lℓ items with the

highest observed utility from Gℓ , then from the remaining items

pick n − L1 − L2 − · · · − Lp items that have the highest observed

utility. However, this algorithm breaks down when groups overlap.

This is because items at intersections of multiple groups can sat-

isfy multiple lower bounds. Moreover, at least in the case where

the number of groups, p, is non-constant we do not expect there

to be a simple algorithm which computes x̃ : This is because the
NP-complete hitting set problem reduces to checking if x̃ exists,

i.e., if the specified lower bounds are satisfiable.

Instead of computing Ew [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] as a function of L, we express
Ew [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] and Ew [⟨x⋆,w⟩] as solution to two optimization pro-

grams. Then, we directly upper bound the ratio
Ew [⟨x̃,w ⟩]

Ew [⟨x⋆,w ⟩]
by

analyzing the optimization programs.

Step 1: Reduce computing x⋆ and x̃ to a small number of variables.
A property of both x⋆ and x̃ is that if they pick k items from Iσ , then
these are the k items with the highest latent utility, or equivalently
the highest observed utility, in Iσ (see Observation A.6). Hence, de-

termining x⋆ and x̃ reduces to computing, the following quantities

for each σ ∈ {0, 1}2 K⋆
σ B

∑
i ∈Iσ x⋆i and K̃σ B

∑
i ∈Iσ x̃i .

Step 2: Express K⋆ and K̃ as solutions to different optimization
problems. Since x⋆ and x̃ are functions of randomly generated

utilities, they and, hence, K⋆
and K̃ are random variables. Under

Assumption (9), we show that K⋆
and K̃ are concentrated around

the optimizers of optimization problems (13) and (14) respectively;

where for any γ ∈ [0, 1]4 and k ∈ R4
≥0

fγ (k) B
∑
σ

γσ |Iσ | ·

∫
1

1−
kσ
|Iσ |

xdx . (12)

argmaxk f1(k), (13)

s.t.,
∑

σ
kσ = n,

∀σ ∈ {0, 1}2, 0 ≤ kσ ≤ |Iσ | .

argmaxk fβ (k), (14)

s.t., k10 + k11 ≥ L1 and k01 + k11 ≥ L2,∑
σ
kσ = n,

∀σ ∈ {0, 1}2, 0 ≤kσ ≤ |Iσ | . (15)

While the integral in Equation (12) can be computed exactly, we

use the integral-form because it generalizes to other distributions

and bias functions, where the resulting integral may not be possible

to compute. Let x(k) be the selection that picks kσ items with

the highest latent utility from Iσ for all σ ∈ {0, 1}2. Suppose k
is feasible for Program (13) and Program (14). The constraints in

Program (13) ensure x(k) selects a total of n candidates, and the

additional constraints in Program (14) ensure x(k) picks at least
L1 and L2 candidates from G1 and G2. fβ (k) roughly measures the

expected observed utility of x(k) and f1(k) roughly measures the

expected latent utility x(k):

fβ (k) = E [⟨x(k), ŵ⟩] ±O(m−1) & f1(k) = E [⟨x(k),w⟩] ±O(m−1).

(16)

f1 and fβ can be shown to be strongly concave for all γ , and hence,

Programs (13) and (14) have unique solutions. Formally, we prove

the following concentration bound on K⋆
and K̃ .

Lemma 4.1. Let s⋆ and s̃ be the optimizers of Programs (13) and
(14) respectively. With probability at least 1 −O(m− 1

4 ),

∀σ ∈ {0, 1}2, |K⋆
σ − s⋆σ | ≤ O(nm− 1

4 ) & |K̃σ − s̃σ | ≤ O(nm− 1

4 ).

Suppose that K⋆
and K̃ are equal to minimizers of Programs (13)

and (14) with probability 1. Then, from Equation (16),

E
[
⟨x⋆,w⟩

]
= f1(K

⋆) ±O(m−1) & E [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] = f1(K̃) ±O(m−1).

Suppose these hold with equality. Then because the feasible region

of Program (13) is a superset of the feasible region of Program (14)

andK⋆
maximizes f1 over the feasible region of Program (13), it fol-

lows that f1(K̃) = E [⟨x̃ ,w⟩] ≤ E
[
⟨x⋆,w⟩

]
= f1(K

⋆). The question

is: Is f1(K̂) significantly smaller than f1(K
⋆)? Does Equation (17)

(below) hold?

f1(K̃) ≤ (1 − ϕ(β)) · f1(K
⋆). (17)

Step 3: Prove Equation (17) (Main argument).Our first observation
is that both f1 is

1

(1−ρ)m -strongly concave and fβ is
1

ρm -Lipschitz

continuous. Using the gradient test, we can analytically solve Pro-

gram (13) to get K⋆ B
{
|Iσ | ·

n
m
}
σ ∈{0,1}2 . The claim follows be-

cause if K̃ satisfies any inequality in Equation (15) with equality,

then ∥K⋆ − K̃ ∥2 is large. Namely,

∥K⋆ − K̃ ∥2
2
≥ 2nm(1 − ρ) · ϕ(β). (18)

Hence, by the
1

(1−ρ)m -strong convexity of f1 and the fact that

f (K⋆) ≤ n, Equation (17) holds. Otherwise if K̃ satisfies all in-

equalities in Equation (15) with strict inequality, then because Pro-

gram (14) has only three other constraints, while K̃ has four coor-

dinates, it follows that there is some constant t0 > 0 and a vector,

namely v B (1,−1,−1, 1) such that for all −t0 ≤ t ≤ t0, K̃ + tv is

feasible for Program (14). Since K̃ is the optimal solution of Pro-

gram (14), this implies that

⟨∇fβ (K̃),v⟩ = 0. (19)

Using the value of K⋆
, we have〈

∇fβ (K
⋆),v

〉
=
(
1 −

n

m

)
· (1 − β1) · (1 − β2) . (20)

This is sufficient to show that, in this case, ∥∇fβ (K̃) − ∇fβ (K
⋆)∥2

is large:

∥∇fβ (K̃) − ∇fβ (K
⋆)∥2 ≥

1

∥v ∥
2

·

���〈∇fβ (K̃) − ∇fβ (K
⋆),v

〉���
(19),(20)
=

1

2

(
1 −

n

m

)
· (1 − β1) · (1 − β2) .

Combined with the fact that fβ is
1

ρm -Lipschitz continuous, this

implies that ∥K⋆ − K̃ ∥2
2
≥

ρ2m2

4
·
(
1 − n

m
)
2

· (1 − β1)
2 · (1 − β2)

2 ≥

2mn(1− ρ) ·ϕ(β). Thus, in this case also Equation (18) follows from

1

(1−ρ)m -strong convexity of f1.

Generalization to other bias functions and distributions. The proof
of Theorem 3.4 is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1. Let FD be the

cumulative distribution function of D and µD be the probability
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density function ofD. The main difference is that f1 and fβ change

to

f1(k) B
∑
σ

|Iσ |

∫ zσ (0)

zσ (k )
xdµD (x), and

fb (k) B
∑
σ

|Iσ |

∫ zσ (0)

zσ (k )
bσ (x)dµD (x) (21)

where zσ (k) B F−1
D

(
1 −

kσ
|Iσ |

)
. We choose this definition of f

because of a similar reason: Under the general bias model and

distribution, fb (k), roughly, measures the expected observed utility
of x(k) and f1(k), roughly, measures the expected latent utility x(k).
Next, we prove Lemma 4.1 for the new definition of f . The rest

of the proof follows analogously once we prove that f1 is
Ω(1)

(1−ρ)m -

strongly concave and fb is
O (1)
ρm -Lipschitz continuous

4.2 Proof Overview of Theorem 3.2

In the proof we show that with high probability, for each intersec-

tion σ ∈ {0, 1}p :
∑
i∈Iσ x̃iwi∑
i∈Iσ x⋆

i wi
> 1 − ε

2
. This implies:

⟨x̃ ,w⟩

⟨x⋆,w⟩
=

∑
σ
∑
i ∈Iσ x̃iwi∑

σ
∑
i ∈Iσ x⋆i wi

>

∑
σ
∑
i ∈Iσ x⋆i wi∑

σ
∑
i ∈Iσ x⋆i wi

(
1 −

ε

2

)
> 1 −

ε

2

.

(22)

The claimed result follows by taking the expectation of the above

quantity. At a high level, our strategy is to find constraints such

that x̃ selects a similar number of items from each intersection as

x⋆. This suffices to prove the result due to a property of the implicit

bias model: If x̃ picks K items from any intersection Iσ , then these

are the K items with the highest latent utility in Iσ (Observation

A.6).

To see why this suffices, let v1 ≤ v2 ≤ · · · ≤ v |Iσ | be the latent

utilities of items in Iσ in non-increasing order. Let N and Ñ be the

random variables counting the number of items x⋆ and x̃ select

from Iσ . Using the above observation, we know that x⋆ and x̃ select

the items v1,v2, . . . ,vN and v1,v2, . . . ,vÑ respectively. Hence,∑
i ∈Iσ x̃iwi∑
i ∈Iσ x⋆i wi

≥

∑Ñ
j=1vj∑

i ∈Iσ x⋆i wi
=

∑Ñ
j=1vj∑N
j=1vj

=

∑Ñ
j=1vj∑Ñ

j=1vj +
∑N
j=Ñ+1

vj
.

Using that for all c ≥ 0,
x

c+x is an increasing function of x , we have

∑
i∈Iσ x̃iwi∑
i∈Iσ x⋆

i wi
≥

Ñ · vÑ

Ñ · vÑ +
∑N
j=Ñ+1

vj
≥

Ñ · vÑ

Ñ · vÑ + (N − Ñ ) · vÑ

=
Ñ

N
.

(23)

Thus, if
Ñ
N > 1− ε

2
with high probability for all σ ∈ {0, 1}p , then for

all σ ∈ {0, 1}2, it holds that
∑
i∈Iσ x̃iwi∑
i∈Iσ x⋆

i wi
> 1 − ε

2
. Towards this, we

prove that for all σ ∈ {0, 1}p , Nσ is concentrated around |Iσ | ·
n
m :

Lemma 4.2. For any fixed σ ∈ {0, 1}p and ∆ ≥ 2, it holds that

E[Nσ ] = |Iσ | ·
n
m and Prw [Nσ > E[Nσ ] + ∆] ≤ e−

∆2

n .

Given Lemma 4.2, an obvious strategy is to set Lσ = |Iσ | ·
n
m for all

σ ∈ {0, 1}p . However, this does not work because if |Iσ | is small,

then the concentration bound in Lemma 4.2 is weak. We overcome

this by setting slightly larger bounds for small intersections and

slightly smaller bounds for big intersections:

for all σ ∈ {0, 1}p , Lσ B
|Iσ |

m
· n · (1 − ε) + 2−pnε, (24)

where if RHS is larger than |Iσ |, then we set Lσ = |Iσ |. Using
Lemma 4.2, one can show that these constraints suffice.

5 CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND

FUTUREWORK

In this work we studied the set selection problem in the presence

of implicit bias where each item may belong to any intersectional

socially-salient groups. Focusing on lower-bound constraints and

randomly (and independently) drawn utilities, we first showed that

no non-intersectional constraints achieve near-optimal utility. We

then presented intersectional constraints that recover almost all

utility for arbitrarily chosen biases for each intersectional group.

Thus, the advantage of intersectional constraints is substantial over

a dimension-by-dimension approach.

Our work raises several questions. While we show that the up-

per bound on the expected utility ratio in the non-intersectional

case is 8/9 when β ’s tend to zero and utilities have the uniform

distribution, we do not know if this 8/9 is tight. Moreover, it would

be interesting to investigate if this 8/9 bound can go further down

for the distribution of utility changes or as the number of groups p
increases. Absent constraints, we know from Proposition B.1 that a

ratio of 1/2 can always be guaranteed for the uniform distribution.

More generally, our analysis suffers from several limitations, also

sometimes found in closely related literature. First, the assumption

of independent random draws of utilities is critical but may not be

realistic in practice. Second, bias is assumed to be exogenous and

due to the lack of a temporal element in bias, interventions cannot

be evaluated in terms of their long-term equilibrium effects. Third,

and relating to the previous point, the interaction between affirma-

tive action via setting lower-bound constraints and the behavior

of individuals or groups is not taken into account. To this end, the

recently dropped law suit by the U.S. Department of Justice against

Yale University
2
, that accused admission to be biased against Asian-

American and white American, exemplifies how by prioritizing

some groups others necessarily feel or are deprioritized.

Moreover, lower-bound constraints – or affirmative action – is

just one intervention to curb the adverse effects of implicit bias. Any

effective approach against implicit bias must consider a diverse set

interventions, including information campaigns and (re-)structured

evaluations, complemented by increased accountability and trans-

parency to enforce and guide these interventions. Here, our work

also raises the question of how policy makers can incorporate in-

tersectionality in other interventions and the potential advantages

of doing so.

The presence of bias and discrimination unquestionably remains

one of the pressing issues of our society. Implicit bias – vis-à-vis

explicit discrimination – is too often viewed as an inevitable byprod-

uct of human nature. To holistically address how policies can help

rather than hinder the persistence of unjust outcomes it is impor-

tant to unpack many connected questions: Which groups merit

protection and when? How does affirmative action regarding one

2
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/03/us/yale-admissions-affirmative-action.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/03/us/yale-admissions-affirmative-action.html
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group affect another? Should interventions aim at reducing the

existence of implicit bias or is it sufficient if they counter its effects?
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